Camp Bubble Party!!!!
We had an awesome bubble party this summer for the first time, and everyone (all ages) loved it!
Originally, our thought was that our older campers would be there to help our younger campers (which they did), but
they had just as much fun playing with the bubbles as the younger campers!
How we did it:
1.

We made our own bubble mix, and A LOT of it! Here is the link for the recipe we used.

http://www.busykidshappymom.org/giant-bubble-recipe/
and here is the recipe. We made ours the day before and stored it in buckets.

2. We had different stations with different bubble activities at each station and campers could walk feely between
stations.
a. Station One: Human Size Bubbles

we used a baby pool full of bubble mix and a hula hoop. Campers would stand in the baby pool and an
older camper or staff member would make the bubble around them.
b. Station Two: Will this make bubbles?
I went into our supply area and pulled out anything I could see that might make a bubble, and the
campers dipped them all in the bubble solution to see if it would work. Some examples of things were:
 Badminton racquets
 Cookie cutters
 Spatula
 Plastic bracelets
 Empty lanyard spool
 Empty paper towel roll
 Fly swatter
We just rinsed everything off in water after!

c. Station Three: Big Bubble Wands
We actually had someone donate a whole bunch of bubble wands YEARS ago, and this is the first time
we put them to good use! Ours look like this

And here is a link to show you how to make them http://www.anordinarymom.com/super-bubblewand/
But when I was searching for a picture of the kind we have, I came across this kind and instructions on
how to make them. This seems like it would give kids more control, especially younger ones!

here is how to make it- http://myfrugaladventures.com/2015/07/how-to-make-a-giant-bubble-wand/
Here are some pics of the giant bubble wands from our party- all ages loved them! Even the staff!

d. Station Four: Make a Bubble Wand

find instructions here: http://we-made-that.com/bubble-wand/

